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Lloyds offers consistent dividend yield, says RBC
as it keeps 'outperform' rating
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Lloyds Banking Group PLC (LON:LLOY) is the most capital generative of the
UK banks and offers a consistent dividend yield of 11%, according to RBC
Capital Markets.
In a note to clients on UK banks, RBC maintained an 'outperform' rating on
Lloyds but lowered its target price to 75p from 80p.
The broker said Lloyds has maintained the highest mortgage rates in the sector
but sacrifices market share as a result.
"We expect a more positive mortgage market spread environment to benefit
Lloyds through growth more than margin as other rates in the market converge
with Lloyds, leading to more stable margin but perhaps better growth as the
market normalises," it said.
READ: Lloyds to start paying quarterly dividends from 2020 as shareholders
approve pension policy
"Lloyds has a greater proportion of term deposits than other UK banks which
helps."
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Mortgages account for about 65% of Lloyds' business, the highest of the large
cap banks, while 23% is corporate loans.
RBC said loan losses on mortgages and consumer credit are more correlated
to unemployment and corporate losses than to UK economic growth so Brexit
is unlikely to have less of an impact on Lloyds than other sectors.
"UK unemployment remains low and wage growth above inflation and we
expect the economic impact of Brexit to impact the corporate sector more," the
broker said.

Lloyds Banking Group has many household
names like Lloyds Bank, Halifax, Bank of
Scotland and Scottish Widows. Lloyds
Banking Group is a leading UK based
financial services group providing a wide
range of banking and financial services,
focused on personal and commercial
customers.
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RBC pointed out tLloyds' shares have risen by 11% in the year to date,
compared to 1% for the rest of the market. It raised its underlying profit
estimates by 1-2% for fiscal years 2019 to 2021.
RBC upgrades CYBG
Lloyds is its preferred stock in the banking sector, along with CYBG PLC (LON:CYBG), which owns the Clydesdale
Bank, Yorkshire Bank and Virgin Money.
RBC raised its recommendation on CYBG to 'outperform' from 'sector perform' and maintained its target price at 250p
after the bank announced on Wednesday that it would be rebranding itself as Virgin Money.
"CYBG trades at a very low 0.6x tangible book value considering the strength of the Virgin Brand; the ability of
management to deliver on costs; a medium term 12% return on tangible equity target," it said.
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However, it still cut its pre-tax profit estimates by 70% for 2019 and by 48% for 2020.
RBS 'more exposed to Brexit'
Among the bigger banks, Royal Bank of Scotland PLC (LON:RBS) was left at a 'sector perform' rating but had its target
price cut to 230p from 260p.
RBS, which is still 62%-owned by the government following its 2008 bailout, restarted dividends last year after turning
around profits and settling with the Department of Justice over mortgage-backed securities - the biggest litigation issue
hanging over it.
"RBS offers a very attractive capital return at the current share price but we see the company as more exposed in most
Brexit scenarios and even more so if there is a general election," RBC said.
It added: "In 2019 we expect a 7.5p dividend; a 10p special; and £1.2bn of directed buyback of the government stake."
RBC cut its pre-tax profit estimate for 2020 by 1% but left forecasts the same for 2019 and 2021.
Barclays' dividend yield lower than other big banks
RBC also left Barclays PLC (LON:BARC) at 'sector perform' and reduced its target price to 180p from 220p.
It said Barclays has one of the lowest valuations in Europe and it prefers the higher capital generation and yields of
other UK banks, which are less reliant on investment banking to drive earnings expansion.
The broker expects 8% growth in Barclays' dividend for 2019 and a £1bn buyback as the lender now exceeds its 13%
capital target.
"This leads to a total yield of 8.2%, which is much lower than 11% at LLOY and 14% at RBS and is the only metric
where Barclays screens with less value."
RBC maintained its pre-tax profit estimates for 2019 and 2020 but raised its 2021 guidance for Barclays by 4%.
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
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